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spot and water deposit because rain water flo

✔ Strong adhesion of Coating membrane！
Pure Inorganic（Carbon free）Strong m

✔ No degradation by ultra violet！

Performance・Effect

✔ No degradation by ultra violet！
Membrane has no organic substrate at 

✔ Anti-dirt effect improved, Easy remove th
Easy remove the dirt just wash by wat

✔ Preventive from water stain and water sp
Due to super hydrophilic function mem

✔ High heat resistance membrane. Heat res
No influence at all under the normal us

✔ Very gentle to car paint due to 100% Wa
No organic solvent is used but water as

Realized easy wash・high anti-dirt function fro
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Organic dirt

Immediately effected after coat to object 

As substrate surface is  covered by water,

Rain or shower etc are on the coated surf
and dirt will be floated.
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Waterborne pure Inorganic coating are made from wa
substance of degradations from ultra violet, coated me
And as to strong adhesion with inorganic substance su
stand even strong friction.
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Hydrophilic membrane by waterborne pure inorg

Main Characteristic Body

Hydrophilic membrane by waterborne pure inorg
excellent anti-dirt function, and
Show the self-cleaning effect by rain or shower e
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Nano-size of AD-Tech COAT membrane busy in
Paint surface 凹凸 as anchor effect bonding. Me
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Silicon dioxide (SiO2) as glass ingredient extrac
Luster  of primary paint color of car body.

There is no degradation from ultra violet due t
Substrate included at all. 
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Works and maintenance
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＜About maintenance＞
■When wash a car use only water and  wipe up
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Comparison photo of dirt removal result;
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make dirt on the both coated surface by false 
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Case

There are many place to be useThere are many place to be use

Shin-kansen・T
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Train・Bus・Truck・Boat・Car・Container etc


